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Abstract

We present GDPLL, a generalization of the DPLL procedure. It solves the satisfiability problem for decidable fragments
of quantifier-free first-order logic. Sufficient conditions are identified for proving soundness, termination and completeness
of GDPLL. We show how the original DPLL procedure is an instance. Subsequently the GDPLL instances for equality
logic, and the logic of equality over infinite ground term algebras are presented. Based on this, we implemented a decision
procedure for inductive datatypes. We provide some new benchmarks, in order to compare variants.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Contribution

In this paper, we provide a generalization of the well-known DPLL procedure, named after Davis–Putnam–
Logemann–Loveland [16,15]. This DPLL procedure has been mainly used to decide satisfiability of propositional
formulas, represented in conjunctive normal form (CNF). The main idea of this recursive procedure is to choose
an atom from the formula and proceed with two recursive calls: one for the formula obtained by adding this atom
as a fact and one for the formula obtained by adding the negation of this atom as a fact. Intermediate formulas
may be further reduced. The search terminates as soon as a satisfying assignment is found, or alternatively, a
simple satisfiability criterion may be used to terminate the search.

Although the original DPLL procedure was developed as a proof-procedure for first-order logic, it has been
used so far almost exclusively for propositional logic because of its highly inefficient treatment of quantifiers.
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However, this idea may be applied to other kinds of logics too. We will focus on certain quantifier free fragments
of first-order logic for which this yields a (terminating) sound and complete decision procedure for satisfiabil-
ity.

We first introduce a basic framework for satisfiability problems. The satisfiability problem for propositional
logic, logic with equalities between variables, and the logic with equality and uninterpreted function symbols
naturally fit in this framework. But also logics with interpreted symbols do fit. As an example we show the
(quantifier free) logic of equality over an infinite ground term algebra (sometimes referred to as algebraic
datatypes, or inductive datatypes). An instance of a formula in this logic would be

(x = succ(y) ∨ y = succ(head(tail(z)))) ∧ z = cons(x,w) ∧ (x = 0 ∨ z = nil).

Subsequently we introduce a framework for generalized DPLL procedures (GDPLL). This is an algorithm
with four basic modules, that have to be filled in for a particular logic. These modules correspond to choosing
an atom, adding it (or its negation) as a fact, reducing the intermediate formulas and a satisfiability (stop)
criterion. We show sufficient conditions on these basic modules under which GDPLL is sound and com-
plete. The original propositional DPLL algorithm (with or without unit resolution) can be obtained as an
instance.

Finally, we provide a concrete algorithm for the logic with equalities over the ground term algebra. Although
this logic has been studied quite extensively from a theoretical point of view, we are not aware of a complete
tool to decide boolean combinations of equality over an arbitrary ground term algebra. Solving satisfiability of
equalities between ground terms can be considered as checking whether they are unifiable or not. Our particular
solution for ground term algebras depends on well-known unification theory [25,4]. We follow the almost linear
implementation of [23]. Our algorithm not only uses standard unification to deal with conjunctions of equalities,
but it is also extended to disjunctions and negations.

The algorithm is an instance of GDPLL, so we show its soundness and completeness by checking the conditions
mentionedabove.AnimplementationinCofthisalgorithmcanbefoundat http://www.cwi.nl/∼vdpol/gdpll.html.

This paper is an extension of [6].

1.2. Applications

Many tools for deciding boolean combinations for certain theories exist nowadays. Typically, such pro-
cedures decide fragments of (Presburger) arithmetic and uninterpreted functions. These theories are used in
hardware [24] and software [29] verification; other applications are in static analysis and abstract interpre-
tation. However, we are not aware of a complete tool to decide boolean combinations of equality over an
arbitrary ground term algebra, although this logic is has been studied quite extensively from a theoretical point
of view.

Our main motivation has been to decide boolean combinations over algebraic data types. In many
algebraic systems, function symbols are divided in constructors and defined operations. The values of
the intended domains coincide with the ground terms built from constructor symbols only. This is for
instance the case with the data specifications in �CRL [21,10], a language based on abstract data types
and process algebra.

Our algorithm works for constructor symbols only (such as zero, successor, nil and cons). An extension to
recognizer predicates (such as nil?, succ?, cons?, zero?) has been worked out in Ref. [5], by eliminating these
predicates by introducing new variables. We expect a similar approach will work out for standard destructors
(such as predecessor, head and tail). Other defined operations, such as plus and append, are currently out of scope.
However, a sound but incomplete algorithm could be obtained by viewing defined operations as uninterpreted
function symbols, and applying Ackermann’s reduction [1].

1.3. Related work

Our algorithm is comparable to ICS [31,17] (which is used in PVS) and CVC [8,32], but as opposed to these
tools, our algorithm is sound and complete for the ground term algebra. ICS and CVC tools combine several
decision procedures by an algorithm devised by Shostak. Among these are a congruence closure algorithm
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for uninterpreted functions, and a decision procedure for arithmetic, including + and >. They also support
inductive datatypes. In ICS inductive datatypes are specified as a combination of products and coproducts; in
CVC algebraic data types can be defined inductively. However, both tools are incomplete for quantifier free
logic over inductive datatypes. For instance, experiments show that CVC does not prove validity of the query
x /= succ(succ(x)).

Another sound but incomplete approach for general algebraic data types is based on equational BDDs [22].
A complete algorithm for BDDs with equations, zero and successor is treated in Ref. [7], but cannot be easily
extended to arbitrary data types.

In the past several years various approaches based on the DPLL procedure have been proposed [19,3,2,27,
18]. MathSAT [3] combines a SAT procedure, for dealing efficiently with the propositional component of the
problem and, within the DPLL architecture, of a set of mathematical deciders for theories of increasing expressive
power. FDPLL [9] is a generalization of DPLL to first-order logic. Note that FDPLL solves a different problem.
First, it deals with quantifiers. Second, it does not take into account equality, or fixed theories, such ground
term algebras. The algorithm is called sound and complete, but it is not terminating, because satisfiability for
first-order logic is undecidable. Our GDPLL is meant for decidable fragments, so we only dealt with quantifier
free logics.

We next compare our approach technically with the closest related work [18]. As in Ref. [18] we provide a
generalized DPLL procedure that can be instantiated to several background theories. Ref. [18] call their ap-
proach DPLL(T), indicating a modular setup, where DPLL(X) is a theory-independent module, and SolverT
implements a solver for theory T . Hence, the conjunction of all choices made in history is kept separate from
the formula to be investigated. Also the ICS and CVC algorithms use a context of previously asserted formu-
las.

In contrast, in our approach the only data structure is the current set of clauses. We encode all theory facts
in the clause set, and do not keep a background theory. For equality logics, this typically means that we do not
remove negative unit clauses. However, positive unit clauses will be removed by the reduction procedure in our
algorithm, performing the corresponding substitution to all clauses.

Another difference lies in the concrete logic to which the general theory is applied. Ref. [18] considers EUF-
logic, with uninterpreted function symbols, while we focus on the ground term algebra. Although syntactically
the formulas appear to be the same, the semantics is completely different. For instance, in EUF the formula
g(a) = f(a) is satisfiable, while in ground term algebra (the Herbrand Universe) it is unsatisfiable. Our approach
applied to EUF-logic has been worked out in Refs. [33,34].

Other approaches encode the satisfiability question for a particular theory into plain propositional logic. For
the logic of equality and uninterpreted function symbols, one can use Ackermann’s reduction [1,12] to eliminate
the function symbols. This yields a formula with equalities between variables only. Solving such formulas is based
on the observation that a formula with n variables is satisfiable iff it is satisfiable in a model with n elements,
so each variable can be encoded by log(n) boolean variables. Other encodings work via adding transitivity
constraints [20,12]. Several encodings are compared in Ref. [35].

Our particular solution for ground term algebras depends on well-known unification theory. Ground break-
ing work in this area was done by Robinson [30]. We follow the almost linear implementation of Ref. [23].
Unification solves conjunctions of equations in the ground term algebra. Colmerauer [13] studied a setting with
conjunctions of both equations and inequations. Using a DNF transformation, this is sufficient to solve any
boolean combination. However, the DNF transformation itself may cause an exponential blow-up. For this
reason we base our algorithm on DPLL, where after each case split the resulting CNFs can be reduced (also
known as constraint propagation). In particular, our reduction is based on a combination of unification and
unit resolution.

For an extensive treatment of unification, see [25] and for a textbook on unification (theory and al-
gorithms) we recommend [4]. The full first-order theory of equality in ground term algebras is studied in
Ref. [26,14] (both focus on a complete set of rewrite rules) and in Ref. [28] (who focuses on complexity
results for DNFs and CNFs in case of bounded and unbounded domains). Our algorithm is consistent
with Pichler’s conclusion that for unbounded domains the transformation to CNF makes sense. None of
these papers give concrete algorithms for use in verification, and the idea to combine unification and DPLL
seems to be new.
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2. Basic definitions and preliminaries

In this section, we define satisfiability for a general setting of which we consider four instances. Essentially
we define satisfiability for instances of predicate logic. Often satisfiability of CNFs in predicate logic means that
all clauses are implicitly universally quantified, and all other symbols are called Skolem constants. We work in
quantifier free logics, possibly with interpreted symbols. Our variables (corresponding to the Skolem constants
above) are implicitly existentially quantified at the outermost level. This corresponds to the conventions used in
for instance unification theory [14,26].

2.1. Syntax

Let � = (Fun, Pr) be a signature, where Fun = {f , g, h, . . .} is a set of function symbols, and Pr = {p , q, r . . .}
is a set of predicate symbols.

For every function symbol and every predicate symbol its arity is defined, being a non-negative integer. The
functions of arity zero are called constant symbols, the predicates of arity zero are called propositional variables.
We assume a set Var = {x, y , z, . . .} of variables. The sets Var, Fun, Pr are pairwise disjoint.

The set Term(�, Var) of terms over the signature � is inductively defined as follows. The set of ground terms
Term(�) is defined as Term(�, ∅).

• x ∈ Var is a term,
• f(t1, . . . , tn) is a term if t1, . . . , tn are terms, f ∈ Fun and n is the arity of f .

An atom a is defined to be an expression of the form p(t1, . . . , tn), where the ti are terms, and p is a predicate
symbol of arity n. The set of atoms over the signature � is denoted by At(�, Var) or for simplicity by At .

A literal l is either an atom a or a negated atom ¬a. We say that a literal l is positive if l coincides with an
atom a, and negative if l coincides with a negated atom ¬a. In the latter case, ¬l denotes the literal a. The set
of all literals over the signature � is denoted by Lit(�, Var) or if it is not relevant by Lit. We denote by Litp and
Litn, respectively, the set of all positive literals and the set of all negative literals.

A clause C is defined to be a finite set of literals. For the empty clause we use the notation ⊥. A conjunctive
normal form (CNF) is defined to be a finite set of clauses. We denote by Cnf the set of all CNFs. In the following,
we write |S| for the cardinality of any finite set S .

We use the following notations throughout the paper:

Definition 1. In a CNF � and literal l ∈ Lit, let

• Var(�) be the set of all variables occurring in � (similar for terms, literals and clauses),
• Pr(�) be the set of predicate symbols occurring in �,
• At(�) be the set of all atoms occurring in �,
• Lit(�), Litp (�), Litn(�) be, respectively, the set of all literals, the set of all positive literals and the set of all

negative literals in �,
• �|l = {C − {¬l}|C ∈ �, l 	∈ C},
• � ∧ l be a shortcut for � ∪ {{l}}.

Finally, we say that a clause C is purely positive if all its literals are positive.

Example 2. Consider

� ≡ {{r, q}, {¬r, p}}.

Then

�|r ≡ {{p}}.
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2.2. Semantics

A structure D over a signature � = (Fun, Pr) is defined to consist of

• a non-empty set D, called the domain,
• for every f ∈ Fun of arity n a map fD : Dn → D, and
• for every p ∈ Pr of arity n a map pD : Dn → {true, false}.

LetD be a structure and� : Var → Dbe an assignment. The interpretation function [[−]]�D : Term(�, Var) → D

is inductively defined by

• [[x]]�D = �(x) if x ∈ Var,
• [[f(t1, . . . , tr)]]�D = fD([[t1]]�D , . . . , [[tr]]�D).

For literals, clauses and CNFs we define interpretations in {false, true}, also using the notation [[−]]�D . For
an atom p(t1, . . . , tn) we define

[[p(t1, . . . , tn)]]�D = pD([[t1]]�D , . . . , [[tr]]�D).

On the values false, true we assume the usual boolean operations ¬, ∨, ∧. For a negated atom ¬a we define

[[¬a]]�D = ¬[[a]]�D.

For a clause C = {l1, . . . , lm} we define

[[{l1, . . . , lm}]]�D = [[l1]]�D ∨ . . . ∨ [[lm]]�D ,

For a CNF � = {C1, . . . ,Cr} we define

[[{C1, . . . ,Cr}]]�D = [[C1]]�D ∧ . . . ∧ [[Cr]]�D.

In some instances of our framework for defining satisfiability all possible structures are allowed, in others
we have restrictions on the structures that are allowed. Therefore for every instance we introduce the notion
of admissible structure. Depending on this notion of admissible structure we have the following definition of
satisfiability.

Definition 3. An assignment � : Var → D satisfies a CNF � in a structure D, if [[�]]�D = true. A CNF � is called
satisfiable if it is satisfied by some assignment in some admissible structure. Otherwise � is called unsatisfiable.

A particular logic will consist of a signature and a set of admissible structures. By the latter, we can distinguish
a completely uninterpreted setting (no restriction on structures) from a completely interpreted setting (only one
structure is admissible). However, intermediate situations are possible as well.

Lemma 4. Suppose � is an assignment which satisfies the literal l in some structure D. Then for any formula � it
holds that � satisfies � if and only if � satisfies �|l.
Proof. We prove each side separately:

• If � satisfies � then regarding Definition 1 we must prove that � satisfies C − {¬l} for any C ∈ �, where l 	∈ C .
� does not satisfy ¬l, since it satisfies l, moreover � satisfies C , since it satisfies �. Hence � satisfies C − {¬l}.
Therefore � satisfies �|l.

• If� satisfies�|l, then regarding Definition 1, we only need to show that� satisfies every clauseC of� containing
l. � satisfies l therefore it will also satisfy any clause C containing that. �
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3. Instances

In this section, we describe precisely different instances of the framework just described by specifying the
signature and the admissible structures.

3.1. Propositional logic

The first instance we consider is propositional logic. Here we have � = {Fun, Pr}, where Fun = ∅ and Pr is
a set of predicate symbols all having arity zero. In this way there are no terms at all occurring in atoms: an
atom coincides with such a predicate symbol of arity zero. Hence a CNF in this instance coincides with a usual
propositional CNF. Since there are no terms in the formula, neither variables play a role, nor the assignments.
The only remaining ingredient of an interpretation is a map pD : D0 → {true, false} for every predicate symbol
p . Since D0 consists of one element independent of D, this interpretation is only a map from the atoms to
{true, false}, just like intended for propositional logic. Since the domain does not play a role there is no need for
defining restrictions: as admissible structures we allow all structures.

3.2. Equality logic

We reserve the notation ≈ for a particular binary predicate symbol for reasoning over equality. For this
symbol we will use infix notation, i.e., we write x ≈ y instead of ≈ xy . We will use the shortcut x 	≈ y for
¬(x ≈ y).

Since this symbol will be used for reasoning with equality, in admissible structures we will require that
≈D= IdD, where the function IdD : D × D → {true, false} is defined as follows:

IdD(d1, d2) =
{

true ifd1 = d2
false otherwise

The first instance using ≈ is equality logic. By equality i logic formulas we mean formulas built from atoms
of the shape x ≈ y , where x and y are variables and usual propositional connectives. Now we define equality
formulas in conjunctive normal form as an instance of the syntax described above.

For equality logic we have s = {Fun, Pr}, where Fun = ∅ and Pr = {≈}. In this way the variables are the only
terms, and all atoms are of the shape x ≈ y for variables x, y . The admissible structures are defined to be all
structures D for which ≈D= IdD.

As an example we consider

� = {{x ≈ y}, {y ≈ z}, {x 	≈ z}}.
Assume � is satisfiable. Then an admissible structure D and an assignment � : Var → D exist such that [[�]]�D =
true. Hence we have

• [[x ≈ y]]�D = IdD(�(x), �(y)) = true, hence �(x) = �(y), and
• [[y ≈ z]]�D = IdD(�(y), �(z)) = true, hence �(y) = �(z), and
• [[x ≈ z]]�D = IdD(�(x), �(z)) = false, hence �(x) /= �(z), contradiction.

Hence we proved that � is unsatisfiable. Roughly speaking an equality logic CNF is unsatisfiable if and only if
a contradiction can be derived using the CNF itself and reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity of equality, see
[35].

In this basic version of equality logic there are no function symbols. In the next subsection, we discuss a way
to deal with function symbols: they can be interpreted in the term algebra in which their interpretation is fixed
to coincide with the term constructor. Alternatively, in EUF-logic (equality of uninterpreted functions) there is
no restriction on the interpretation of the function symbols by which they are called uninterpreted.

In fact these two options are the two extremes; many combinations are possible.
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3.3. Ground term algebra

In this instance we have� = (Fun, Pr), where Fun is an arbitrary set of function symbols and Pr consists only
of the binary predicate symbol ≈. The idea is that ≈ again represents equality and that terms are only interpreted
by ground terms, i.e., in Term(�). Every symbol is interpreted by its term constructor. Hence we allow only one
admissible structure D, for which

• D = Term(�),
• fD(t1, . . . , tn) = f(t1, . . . , tn) for all f ∈ Fun and all t1, . . . , tn ∈ Term(�), where n is the arity of f ,
• ≈D= IdD.

For instance, in the term algebra the CNF {{f(x) = g(y)}} for f , g ∈ Fun, f /= g is unsatisfiable since for all
ground terms t, u the terms f(t) and g(u) are distinct.

4. GDPLL

The DPLL procedure, due to Davis, Putnam, Logemann, and Loveland, is the basis of some of the most
successful propositional satisfiability solvers. The original DPLL procedure was developed as a proof-procedure
for first-order logic. It has been used so far almost exclusively for propositional logic because of its highly
inefficient treatment of quantifiers. Therefore, we will mean this propositional version whenever we refer to
DPLL. In this paper, we present a generalization GDPLL of this procedure, and we adopt it for some fragments
of first-order logic. The satisfiability problem is decidable in these logics.

Essentially, the DPLL procedure consists of the following three rules: the unit clause rule, the splitting rule,
and the pure literal rule. Both the unit clause rule and the pure literal rule reduce the formula according to some
criteria. In GDPLL, such rules are combined in one function Reduce which performs some formula reduction.
Also the notion of a splitting rule appears in GDPLL, which carries out a case analysis with respect to an atom
a. The current set of clauses � splits into two sets: the one where a is true, and another where a is false.

In the following, we assume the following functions, for which we will introduce a number of requirements:

• Reduce : Cnf → Cnf.

We define the set Rcnf = {� ∈ Reduce(Cnf)|⊥ 	∈ �}. The other functions that we assume in the following are:

• Eligible : Rcnf → P(At),
• SatCriterion : Rcnf → {true, false},
• Filter, where Filter(�, a) ∈ Rcnf is defined for � ∈ Rcnf and a ∈ Eligible(�).

We now introduce requirements on these functions, to be referred to as Property 1–5, that are required to
achieve correctness of our algorithm.

(1) For  ∈ Cnf it holds that Reduce( ) is satisfiable iff  is satisfiable.
(2) For � ∈ Rcnf and a ∈ Eligible(�) it holds that � is satisfiable iff at least one of Filter(�, a) and Filter(�, ¬a)

is satisfiable.
(3) There is a well-founded order ≺ on Reduce(Cnf) such that Reduce(Filter(�, a)) ≺ � and

Reduce(Filter(�, ¬a)) ≺ � for all � ∈ Rcnf and a ∈ Eligible(�).
(4) For all � ∈ Rcnf, if SatCriterion(�) = true then � is satisfiable.
(5) For all � ∈ Rcnf, if SatCriterion(�) = false then Eligible(�) /= ∅.

The skeleton of the algorithm is as follows:
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GDPLL(�) : {SAT, UNSAT} =
begin

� := Reduce(�);
if (⊥ ∈ �) then return UNSAT;
if (SatCriterion(�)) then return SAT;
choose a ∈ Eligible(�);
if GDPLL(Filter(�, a)) = SAT then return SAT;
if GDPLL(Filter(�, ¬a)) = SAT then return SAT;
return UNSAT;

end;

The procedure takes as an input � ∈ Cnf. GDPLL proceeds until either the function SatCriterion has returned
true for at least one branch, or the empty clause has been derived for all branches. Respectively, either SAT or
UNSAT is returned.

4.1. Soundness and completeness of GDPLL

Theorem 5 (soundnessandcompleteness). Let � ∈ Cnf and Properties 1–5 hold.Then the following properties hold:

• If � is satisfiable then GDPLL(�) = SAT.
• If � is unsatisfiable then GDPLL(�) = UNSAT.

Proof. Let � ∈ Cnf. We apply induction on ≺, which is well-founded by Property 3. So assume (induction
hypothesis) that for all  such that Reduce( ) ≺ Reduce(�), we have GDPLL( ) returns UNSAT if  is
unsatisfiable, and GDPLL( ) returns SAT if  is satisfiable.

By Property 1, Reduce(�) is satisfiable if � is satisfiable, and Reduce(�) is unsatisfiable if � is unsatisfiable.
We now distinguish cases, according to the code of the GDPLL skeleton.

Let ⊥ ∈ Reduce(�). Then trivially � is unsatisfiable, and GDPLL(�) returns UNSAT.
Let ⊥ 	∈ Reduce(�). We distinguish two cases: If SatCriterion(Reduce(�)) = true then by Property 4,

Reduce(�), and hence also �, is satisfiable, and GDPLL(�) = SAT.
If SatCriterion(Reduce(�)) = false then by Property 5, Eligible(Reduce(�)) /= ∅. So let a be an arbitrary

element in Eligible(Reduce(�)). By Property 3, we obtain that

• Reduce(Filter(Reduce(�), a)) ≺ Reduce(�) and
• Reduce(Filter(Reduce(�), ¬a)) ≺ Reduce(�).

Again, we distinguish two cases: let Reduce(�) be unsatisfiable. Then by Property 2, Filter(Reduce(�), a)
and Filter(Reduce(�), ¬a) are unsatisfiable. We can apply induction hypothesis. Then both
GDPLL(Filter(Reduce(�), a)) and GDPLL(Filter(Reduce(�), ¬a)) return UNSAT. By definition of GDPLL,
GDPLL(�) also returns UNSAT.

Let Reduce(�) be satisfiable. By Property 2, at least one of Filter(Reduce(�), a) and Filter(Reduce(�), ¬a)
is satisfiable. By induction hypothesis, at least one of GDPLL(Filter(Reduce(�), a)) and
GDPLL(Filter(Reduce(�), ¬a)) return SAT, and by definition of GDPLL, GDPLL(�) also returns SAT. �

5. Instances for GDPLL

In this section, we elaborate two instances of GDPLL as mentioned before: propositional logic and equal-
ity logic. The instance for ground term algebras is dealt with in a separate section. In particular for all of
these instances we define the functions Eligible, Filter, Reduce and SatCriterion, and prove the required
properties.
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5.1. GDPLL for propositional logic

Two main operations of the standard propositional DPLL procedure are unit propagation and purification.
A clause C is called a unit clause if |C| = 1. Unit clauses can only be satisfied by a specific assignment to the
corresponding propositional variable. So if a unit clause {l} occurs in �, then � may be replaced by �|l =
{C − {¬l}|C ∈ �, l 	∈ C}. This is called unit propagation. It can create new unit clauses, so this process has to be
repeated until no unit clauses are left.

Purification can be applied if the formula contains pure literals, i.e., literals for which the negation does not
occur at all in the formula. Such literals can be eliminated by assigning true in the positive case and false in the
negative case. This is called purification. So purification of a formula � with respect to a pure literal l yields �|l.
Note that this does not introduce new unit clauses.

It can be seen that the DPLL procedure for propositional logic is a particular case of GDPLL, where unit
resolution and purification are performed by Reduce. In case of propositional logic, we let an eligible atom be
an arbitrary atom, i.e., to coincide with the original DPLL procedure, we choose

Eligible(�) = At(�).

We define SatCriterion as follows:

SatCriterion(�) =
{

true if � = ∅
false otherwise

The function Reduce is defined as follows. Here the function UnitClause( ) returns a unit clause contained
in  , and the function PureLiteral( ) returns a pure literal contained in  .

Reduce(�);
begin

 := �;
while (there is a unit clause in  )
begin;

l := UnitClause( );
 :=  |l;

end;
while (there is a pure literal in  )
begin;

l := PureLiteral( );
 :=  |l;

end;
return  ;
end;

We define for all � ∈ Reduce(Cnf) and all l ∈ Lit(�)

Filter(�, l) = � ∧ l.
Definition 6 ( orderingonformulas ). Given �1,�2 ∈ Cnf, we define �1 ≺ �2 if |Pr(�1)| < |Pr(�2)|.
The defined order is trivially well-founded.

Example 7. Consider

�1 ≡ {{¬p , q, r}, {¬q, r}, {¬r}},
�2 ≡ {{¬p , r}, {p , r}, {¬r}, {p , ¬r}, {¬p}}.

According the definition �2 ≺ �1.
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Theorem 8. The functions Reduce, Eligible, Filter, SatCriterion satisfy the Properties 1–5.

Proof.

(1) Property 1 holds since unit clauses can only be satisfied by a specific assignment to corresponding propo-
sitional variable, and the complementary assignment will lead to contradiction, and pure literals can be
eliminated by assigning true in the positive case and false in the negative case.

(2) By definition of Filter, Property 2 trivially hold.
(3) We will prove Property 3. We have to prove that Reduce(� ∧ l) ≺ � for all � ∈ Cnf and for all l ∈ Lit(�).

We consider the case when �|l contains no unit clauses and pure literals. All other cases can be easily
proved by induction.
Let l ≡ p for some p ∈ Pr. Since by the theorem conditions l ∈ Lit(�) then trivially Pr(�|l) ⊆ Pr(�)\{p}.
Using Definition 6 one can see that from

| Pr(Reduce(� ∧ p))| = |Pr(�|p )| � |Pr(�)\{p}| < |Pr(�)|

it follows that

Reduce(� ∧ p) ≺ �.

The case l ≡ ¬p for some p ∈ Pr is similar.
(4) We will check Property 4. By definition, the function SatCriterion(�) returns true only if � = ∅, which is

satisfiable by definition.
(5) Property 5 follows from the fact that if SatCriterion(�) = false then by the definition of SatCriterion there

is C ∈ � such that C /= ⊥. Then Lit(�) /= ∅, and Eligible(�) /= ∅. �

We have defined the functions Eligible, Reduce, Filter, and SatCriterion. One can see that GDPLL now
coincides with the DPLL procedure for propositional logic.

In the situation when � consists of relatively few clauses relative to the number of variables in each clause
splitting can be very inefficient. The following theorem allows the procedure to stop some earlier: when every
clause in � contains at least one negative literal. In order to do so we present a modified version of the function
SatCriterion.

Theorem 9 (SAT criterion). Let � ∈ Cnf contain no purely positive clause. Then � is satisfiable.

Proof. For all p ∈ Pr we define [[p]]�D = false. Regarding the theorem conditions for all C ∈ � there is l ∈ C
such that l ≡ ¬p for some p ∈ Pr. We have that [[l]]�D = true and [[C]]�D = true for all C ∈ �. By definition of a
formula interpretation [[�]]�D = true. �

In order to improve GDPLL we redefine the function SatCriterion

SatCriterion(�) =
{

true if C ∩ Litn /= ∅ for all C ∈ �
false otherwise

Using the above theorem the modified function SatCriterion satisfies Properties 4 and 5, by which this
optimized version of GDPLL is correct.

For forthcoming instances of GDPLL the corresponding function SatCriterion will be defined in a similar
way.
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5.2. GDPLL for equality logic

We now define the functions Eligible, Filter, Reduce and SatCriterion for equality logic. The function Reduce
removes all clauses containing a literal of the shape x ≈ x and literals of the shape x 	≈ x from other clauses. In
the following, we consider x ≈ y and y ≈ x as the same atom.

In case of propositional logic we may choose any atom contained in a CNF to apply the split rule. The
correctness of GDPLL is not immediate for other instances: in order to get termination by Property 3 recursive
calls of Reduce ◦ Filter have to show up progress which is not obvious in instances like equality logic.

For equality logic we define an atom to be eligible if it occurs as a positive literal in the formula, i.e.,
Eligible(�) = Litp (�).

Example 10. Let us consider the formula

� ≡ {{x ≈ y}, {y ≈ z}, {x 	≈ z}}.

One can see that (x ≈ z) 	∈ Eligible(�) since it occurs in � only as a negative literal x 	≈ z.

We define the function SatCriterion, so that it indicates that there are no purely positive clauses left

SatCriterion(�) =
{

true if C ∩ Litn /= ∅ for all C ∈ �
false otherwise

Example 11. Consider

� ≡ {{x ≈ y , y 	≈ z}, {x ≈ z, x 	≈ y , y ≈ z}, {x 	≈ z}}.

One can easily see that the formula is satisfied by an assignment � such that �(x′) /= �(x′′) for all x′, x′′ ∈ Litn(�).

We denote by �[x := y] the formula �, where all occurrences of x are replaced by y .
We define the function Filter as follows:

• Filter(�, x ≈ y) = �|x≈y [x := y],
• Filter(�, x 	≈ y) = �|x 	≈y ∧ (x 	≈ y).

Definition 12 (ordering on formulas). Given �1,�2 ∈ Cnf, we define �1 ≺ �2 if |Litp (�1)| < |Litp (�2)|.
The defined order is trivially well-founded.

Example 13. Consider

�1 ≡ {{x ≈ y , y 	≈ z}, {x ≈ z, x 	≈ y , y ≈ z}, {x 	≈ z}},
�2 ≡ {{x ≈ y , y 	≈ z}, {x 	≈ y , y ≈ z}, {x 	≈ z}, {x 	≈ y , y 	≈ z}}.

Since Litp (�2) = Litp (�1)\{x ≈ z} one can see that by the definition �2 ≺ �1.

Theorem 14. The functions Reduce, Eligible, Filter, SatCriterion satisfy the Properties 1–5.

Proof.

(1) Property 1 holds since [[x ≈ x]]�D = true for all admissible D and all � : Var → D, i.e., removing clauses
containing x ≈ x from the formula and the literal x 	≈ x from all clauses can be done without influence on
satisfiability of the formula.
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(2) We will prove Property 2. For each a ∈ At, � is satisfiable iff at least one of � ∧ a and � ∧ ¬a is satisfiable.
Trivially,� ∧ (x ≈ y) is satisfiable iff�|x≈y [x := y] is satisfiable for all x, y ∈ Var. From this we can conclude
that the property holds.

(3) We will prove Property 3.
At first we will prove that �|x≈y [x := y] ≺ � and �|x 	≈y ∧ (x 	≈ y) ≺ � for all � ∈ Cnf and all (x ≈ y) ∈
Lit(�).

• Let l ≡ x ≈ y .
It follows from the definition of �|x≈y and the fact (x ≈ y) ∈ Lit(�) that

|Litp (�|x≈y)| < |Litp (�)|.
One can easily check that for all  |(x≈y) ∈ Cnf

|Litp ( |x≈y [x := y])| � |Litp ( |x≈y)|.
We obtain that

|Litp (�|x≈y [x := y]| � |Litp (�|x≈y)| < |Litp (�)|.
We can conclude that

�|x≈y [x := y] ≺ �.

• Let l ≡ x 	≈ y .
Since by the theorem conditions (x ≈ y) ∈ Litp (�) then

|Litp (�|x 	≈y)| < |Litp (�)|.
We have that

|Litp (�|x 	≈y ∧ (x 	≈ y))| = |Litp (�|x 	≈y)| < |Litp (�)|.
We can conclude that

�|x 	≈y ∧ (x 	≈ y) ≺ �.

Regarding the definition of the function Reduce, we obtain that for all � ∈ Reduce(Cnf) and all a ∈
Eligible(�)

Reduce(Filter(�, a)) ≺ �, Reduce(Filter(�, ¬a)) ≺ �.

(4) Let SatCriterion(�) = true. Then either � = ∅ or every clause in � contains at least one negative literal.
If � = ∅ then by definition � is satisfiable. Let us consider the remaining case. Let D be a domain such
that |D| � |Var(�)|. We choose an assignment � such that �(x) /= �(y) for all x, y ∈ Var(�). Regarding the
definition of a CNF interpretation we have that [[�]]�D = true.

(5) Property 5 follows from the fact that if SatCriterion(�) = false then there is C ∈ � such that C /= ⊥ and
C ∩ Litp = C . We obtain that Litp (�) /= ∅, and Eligible(�) /= ∅. �

Many alternative instances of GDPLL are possible. Here we chose to do the main job in Filter, while Reduce
only removes trivialities x ≈ x from its argument. In fact in this version Reduce is only required in the first call
of GDPLL as a kind of preprocessing, the other calls of Reduce may be omitted since atoms of the shape x ≈ x

will not be created by Filter.
In the next section, we will choose the opposite approach. There a version of GDPLL is developed for ground

term algebra, which may be applied to equality logic formulas too. In that solution Filter is trivial and Reduce
does the real work.
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6. Ground term algebra

In this section, we show how to solve the satisfiability problem for CNFs over ground term algebras (some-
times referred to as inductive datatypes, or algebraic datatypes). In Section 3.3 we showed how ground term
algebras fit in the general framework. Recall that the only predicate symbol was ≈ (binary, written infix). Hence
in the sequel, we work with an arbitrary but fixed signature of the form � = (Fun; ≈). We assume that there
exists at least one constant symbol (i.e., some f ∈ Fun has arity 0), to avoid that the set Term(�) of ground
terms is empty. Later, we will also make the assumption that the ground term algebra is infinite (i.e., at least one
symbol of arity> 0 exists, or the number of constant symbols is infinite). Recall that there is only one admissible
structure D, whose domain is Term(�). The interpretation fD coincides with applying function symbol f ; and
≈ is interpreted as syntactic identity. A contextC is defined to be a term containing one occurrence of a constant
[], where for a term t the term obtained from C by replacing [] by t is denoted by C[t].

We will use the following properties of all ground term algebras:

Lemma 15. In every ground term algebra D for �, the following hold:

(1) for all f , g ∈ Fun with f /= g : ∀x, y : fD(x) /= gD(y);

(2) for all f ∈ Fun : ∀x, y : x /= y ⇒ fD(x) /= fD(y);

(3) for all contexts C /= [] : ∀x : x /= C[x].

After introducing some basic definitions and properties of substitutions and most general unifiers, we will
define the building blocks of GDPLL, and prove the properties needed to conclude with Theorem 5 that the
obtained procedure is sound and complete.

6.1. Substitutions and most general unifiers

We introduce here the standard definitions of substitutions and unifiers, taken from [25,4].

Definition 16. A substitution is a function � : Var → Term(�, Var) such that �(x) /= x for only finitely many xs.
We define the domain

Dom(�) = {x ∈ Var|�(x) /= x}.

If Dom(�) = {x1, . . . , xn}, then we alternatively write � as

� = {x1 �→ �(x1), . . . , xn �→ �(xn)}.

The variable range of � is

Var(�) =
⋃

x∈Dom(�)

Var(�(x)).

Furthermore, with Eq(�) we denote the corresponding set of equations {x1 ≈ �(x1), . . . , xn ≈ �(xn)}, and with
¬Eq(�) the corresponding set of inequations.

Substitutions are extended to terms/literals/clauses/cnfs as follows:

Definition 17. We define an application of substitution (.)� as below

x� = �(x)

f(t1, . . . , tn)� = f(t�1 , . . . , t�n )
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(t ≈ u)� = t� ≈ u� (likewise for its negation)

{l1, . . . , ln}� = {l�1 , . . . , l�n }
{C1, . . . ,Cn}� = {C�1 , . . . ,C�n }

So, �� is obtained from � by replacing each occurrence of a variable x by �(x).

Definition 18. The composition �� of substitutions � and � is defined such that ��(x) = (x�)� . A substitution � is
more general than a substitution �′, written as ���′, if there is a substitution � such that �′ = ��. Furthermore,
a substitution � is idempotent if �� = �.

Definition 19. A unifier or solution of a set S = {s1 ≈ t1, . . . , sn ≈ tn} of finite number of atoms, is a substitution
� such that s�i = t�i for all 1 � i � n.
A substitution � is a most general unifier of S or in short mgu(S), if

• � is a unifier of S and
• ���′ for each unifier �′ of S .

Definition 20. An atom t ≈ u is in solved form if it is of the form

x ≈ u, where x 	∈ Var(u)

otherwise it is non-solved. Similar for literals and sets of literals.

In the sequel, we will use the following well-known facts on substitutions and unifiers (cf. [25,4]).

Lemma 21.

(1) A substitution � is idempotent if and only if Dom(�) ∩ Var(�) = ∅.
(2) If a set S of atoms has a unifier, then it has an idempotent mgu.
(3) If � = mgu(S) and � is idempotent, then Eq(�) is in solved form, and logically equivalent to S.

Notation and conventions.

• If n = 1 we simply write mgu(s1 ≈ t1).
• We set mgu(S) = ⊥ if S has no unifier.
• Whenworkingon setsofunit clauses, by� = mgu({t1 ≈u1}, . . . , {tn ≈ un})wemean� = mgu({t1 ≈ u1, . . . , tn ≈
un}).

• From now on by a mgu we always mean an idempotent mgu, which exists by the previous Lemma.

As a consequence of the above lemma and the conventions, if an mgu � = {x1 �→ t1, . . . , xn �→ tn} then xi 	∈
Var(tj) for all 1 � i, j � n. Another consequence is that mgu(x ≈ x) = ∅.

6.2. The GDPLL building blocks for ground term algebras

We now come to the definition of the building blocks for GDPLL. The functions Eligible and SatCriterion
correspond to those in Section 5.2 on equality logic. That is, only positive literals are eligible, and we may
terminate with SAT as soon as there is no purely positive clause. The function Filter corresponds to the filtering
in Section 5.1 on propositional logic; that is we simply put the CNF in conjunction with the chosen literal. This
means that all work specific for ground term algebras is done by Reduce. The function Reduce will be defined
by means of a set of transformation rules, that can be applied in any order.

Definition 22. We consider the following reduction rules, which should be applied repeatedly until � cannot be
modified:
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(1) if t ≈ t ∈ C ∈ � then � −→ � − {C};
(2) if ⊥ ∈ � and � /= {⊥} then � −→ {⊥};
(3) if � = �1 � {C � {t 	≈ u}}, and t ≈ u is non-solved, then let � = mgu(t ≈ u) and

• if � = ⊥, then � −→ �1,
• otherwise, � −→ �1 ∪ {C ∪ ¬Eq(�)};

(4) if �1 = {C|C ∈ � is a positive unit clause} /= ∅, take � = mgu(�1) then

• if � = ⊥, then � −→ {⊥},
• otherwise let � = �1 � �2 then � −→ �2

� ;

(5) if � = {{¬a}} � �1 and a ∈ At(�1) then � −→ {{¬a}} � �1|¬a.

We define Reduce(�) to be any normal form of � with respect to the rules above.

We tacitly assume that equations are always oriented in a fixed order, so that x ≈ y and y ≈ x are treated
identically; so a rule for symmetry is not needed. Rule 1 (reflexivity) and 2 are clear simplifications. Rule 3
replaces a negative equation by its solved form. Note that solving positive equations would violate the CNF
structure, so this is restricted to unit clauses (which emerge by Filtering). Rules 4 and 5 above implement unit
resolution adapted to the equational case. Positive unit clauses lead to substitutions. All positive units are dealt
with at once, in order to minimize the calls to mgu and to detect more inconsistencies. Negative unit clauses are
put back, which is essential to prove Property 1 of GDPLL.

Recall that Rcnf denotes the set of reduced formulas. We will show that the rules are terminating, so at least
one normal form exists. Unfortunately, the rules are not confluent as we will show by an example, so the function
Reduce is not uniquely defined. But any normal form will suffice, as we will prove. Now we give some examples
of reduction, and show which shape a reduced CNF may have.

Example 23. � = {{f(f(y)) 	≈ f(x)}, {x 	≈ x}}. Applying rule 3 above, on f(f(y)) 	≈ f(x)we will have � : x �→ f(y)

therefore

� −→ {{x 	≈ f(y)}, {x 	≈ x}}.
Once more applying the same rule on x 	≈ x, we obtain

� −→ {{x 	≈ f(y)}, {}}.
The empty clause {} is ⊥, therefore regarding rule 2 we get

� −→ {⊥}.

Example 24. The formula � below is reduced, since no rewrite rule of Definition 22 is applicable on it

� = {{x 	≈ f(y), z ≈ g(x)}, {y 	≈ x}}.

Corollary 25. Suppose � is a reduced formula, then the following requirements will hold

(1) � contains no literal of the form t ≈ t.

(2) If ⊥ ∈ � then � ≡ {⊥}.
(3) All its negative literals are solved.
(4) � contains no positive unit clause.
(5) If � = {{¬a}} � �1 then a 	∈ At(�1).
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Proof. If � does not satisfy one of the properties above, the corresponding rule can be applied. �
Next, we show an example where Reduce(�) is not uniquely defined.

Example 26. Consider � = {{x 	≈ f(a, b)}, {x ≈ f(y , z)}, {y ≈ a, x ≈ f(a, b)}}. We show that using two different
strategies, two distinct reduced forms for � will be obtained:

(1) One approach:

� −→ {{x 	≈ f(a, b)}, {x ≈ f(y , z)}, {y ≈ a}} using 5
−→ {{f(y , z) 	≈ f(a, b)}, {y ≈ a}} using 4
−→ {{f(a, z) 	≈ f(a, b)}} using 4
−→ {{z 	≈ b}} using 3

The result is reduced because no other rule is applicable on it.

(2) Another approach:

� −→ {{f(y , z) 	≈ f(a, b)}, {y ≈ a, f(y , z) ≈ f(a, b)}} using 4
−→ {{y 	≈ a, z 	≈ b}, {y ≈ a, f(y , z) ≈ f(a, b)}} using 3

which is reduced regarding the rewrite system of Definition 22.

6.3. Termination

We will now prove termination of the reduction system and of the corresponding GDPLL procedure (i.e.,
Property 3).

Definition 27. We define the following measures on formulas:

pos(�) = number of occurrences of positive literals in �

neg(�) = number of occurrences of negative non − solved literals in �

To each formula �, we correspond a pair of numbers, namely norm(�) as below:

norm(�) = (pos(�)+ |�|, neg(�))

in which |�| is the cardinality of �.

Theorem 28.

(1) The reduction system is terminating.
(2) pos(�) does not increase during the reduction process on �.

Proof.

• We prove termination, by showing that after applying each step of the reduction system on a supposed for-
mula, norm will decrease, with respect to the lexicographic order (≺lex) on pairs. So let � −→ �′

(1) pos(�′)+ |�′| < pos(�)+ |�|, obviously.

(2) |�′| = |{⊥}| = 1 < |�|, and pos(�′) � pos(�).
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(3) · if � = ⊥ then |�′|=|�| − 1 and
pos(�′) � pos(�);

· otherwise, pos(�′) = pos(�) and |�′| = |�| but
neg(�′) < neg(�) as we only count non-solved inequalities.

(4) Let � = �1 � �2, where �1 is the non-empty set of the positive unit literals in �

· if � = ⊥ then |�′| = |{⊥}| = 1 � |�1| � |�| and pos(�′) = pos(⊥) < 1 � pos(�);
· otherwise |�2

� | = |�2| < |�1| + |�2| � |�| and
pos(�2

�) = pos(�2) � pos(�).

(5) Let � = {{¬a}} � �1, with a ∈ At(�1)

· if a ∈ Litp (�1) then using Definition 1

pos(�′) = pos(�1|¬a) � pos(�)− 1 < pos(�).

We also have |�′| � |�|.
· otherwise ¬a ∈ Lit(�1) and hence

|�′| = |(�1|¬a)| + 1

< |�1| + 1 Definition 1

= |�|

We also have pos(�′) � pos(�).

• Following each step, it is obvious that the second part of the theorem also holds. �

Theorem 29. pos(Reduce(� ∧ l)) < pos(�) for any reduced formula � and a literal l ∈ {t ≈ u, t 	≈ u}, where
t ≈ u ∈ Litp (�).

Proof. If Reduce(� ∧ l) = {⊥} then the theorem holds obviously. Otherwise, since � is reduced, the first step to
reduce � ∧ l, regarding the Definition 22, will be one of the rules 4 or 5; we distinguish cases:

• If l = t ≈ u, then

� ∧ l = � ∧ t ≈ u

= � � {{t ≈ u}} � is reduced and Corollary 25(4)

−→ �� Definition 22(4) and Reduce(� ∧ l) 	= {⊥}

t ≈ u ∈ Litp (�), hence t� ≈ u� ∈ C ∈ �� , where t� = u� because � = mgu(t ≈ u). For simplicity we write it
as t� ≈ t� . Assume that �� = �0 → �1 → · · · → �n+1 = Reduce(��) is the reduction sequence by which we
obtain Reduce(��) from �� .
Applying any rule of the Definition 22 on �0, t� ≈ t� will be either removed or replaced by a similar one
t� ≈ t� . Regarding the Corollary 25(1), �n+1 does not contain any literal of the shape w ≈ w.
Since �0 contains at least one literal of that shape(t� ≈ t�), therefore there exists a 0 � j � n+ 1 such that
�j has a literal of the form w ≈ w, and �j+1 does not have any. Now since according to the Theorem 28(2),
the number of occurrences of the positive literals does not increase during the reduction process, therefore
pos(�j) � pos(�j+1)− 1. Hence pos(�0) < pos(�n+1), again regarding the Theorem 28(2).
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• If l = t 	≈ u, then

� ∧ l = {{t 	≈ u}} � �
−→ {{t 	≈ u}} � �|t 	≈u Definition 22(5), t ≈ u ∈ Litp (�).

According the Definition 1, t ≈ u 	∈ Litp (�|t 	≈u) therefore

pos(Reduce(� ∧ l)) � pos({{t 	≈ u}} � �|t 	≈u) Theorem 28(2)

� pos(�)− 1 �

6.4. Correctness properties of the building blocks

Theorem 30 (Reducedcriteria). Given a ground term algebra D and a formula � in it, � is satisfiable if and only if
Reduce(�) is satisfiable.

Proof. We check in any step of the reduction that � is satisfiable if and only if the result is satisfiable. So assume
that � → �′; we now distinguish which rule of Definition 22 is applied:

(1) It is even obvious that 	 satisfies � if and only if 	 satisfies �′, for each assignment 	.
(2) Both are unsatisfiable.
(3) (a) If 	 satisfies � then in the first case obviously 	 satisfies �′, which is � − {C}. In the second case also

	 satisfies �′ because t 	≈ u is replaced by the negation of its unifier, which is equivalent by Lemma
21.(3).

(b) Let	 satisfy�′. If mgu(t ≈ u) = ⊥, then� = �′ ∪ {C} and t 	≈ u ∈ C . Note that t 	≈ u is a tautology, so
	 satisfies �. Otherwise, �′ is obtained from � by replacing t 	≈ u by ¬mgu(t ≈ u), which is equivalent
by Lemma 21.(3). In both cases 	 satisfies �.

(4) Let �1 be the non-empty set of positive unit clauses, and � = �1 � �2.
(a) If �′ = {⊥} then �′ is unsatisfiable, also � is unsatisfiable since �1 has no unifier.
(b) If 	 satisfies � then it satisfies �2

� trivially. Now if 	 satisfies �2
� then define

	′(y) =
{
	(y) if y ∈ Var(�2

�)

	(�(y)) otherwise

	′ satisfies �.

(5) Is obvious regarding Lemma 4. �

Definition 31. Given a term t, we define S(t) to be the number of occurrences of non-constant function symbols
in t:

S(x) = 0

S(c) = 0 if c is a constant symbol

S(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = 1 +
n∑
i=1

S(ti) if n � 1.

Theorem 32 (SAT criteria). Suppose D is a ground term algebra with infinitely many closed terms, then a reduced
formula � is satisfiable if � has no purely positive clause.

Proof. Suppose � is a CNF formula which has the properties of the theorem, i.e., � is reduced and � has no purely
positive clause (in particular, ⊥ 	∈ �). Let n = |�|. Then each clause of this formula has a negative literal of the
form xi 	≈ ti , for 1 � i � n, which is also solved regarding Corollary 25. It suffices to provide an assignment �
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which satisfies all these negative literals, because then each clause is satisfiable with that �, which implies that �
is satisfiable. We distinguish two cases:

• D has at least one function symbol g, of arity m, bigger than zero.
Suppose c is a constant symbol in D. We identify a new function f as: f [] = g([], c, . . . , c︸ ︷︷ ︸

m−1 times

). Now define a

number M = 1 + Max1�i�nS(ti).
Then define a context C = fM [], the M -fold application of f . Consider the following assignment:

�(x) =
{
Ci(c) if x = xi , for some 1 � i � n

c otherwise

We claim that � satisfies xi 	≈ ti for each 1 � i � n.
Indeed, note that S(�(xi)) = M ∗ i. Moreover, if S(ti) = 0, then S(�(ti)) = M ∗ j with 0 � j � n and i /= j

(xi /= ti because � is reduced). Otherwise, S(�(ti)) = M ∗ k + S(ti) for some k � 0, and 0 < S(ti) < M . In both
cases, S(�(xi)) /= S(�(ti)).

• D has no non-constant function symbols. Therefore each of its negative literals are of the shape x 	≈ t, in
which x /= t and t is a variable or a constant symbol, since x 	≈ t is a solved atom. Define

V� = {x|x is a variable occurring in �}
C� = {c|c is a constant symbol occurring in �}

We know that the two given sets, are of finite cardinality. Without loss of generality suppose that
V� = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, for some n ∈ �. Since D has infinitely many constant symbols, there exists a set
C = {c1, c2, . . . , cn+1}, of n+ 1 distinct constant symbols of D, such that C� ∩ C = ∅. Define

�(x) =
{
ci if x = xi , for some xi ∈ V�
cn+1 otherwise

Now xi 	≈ t has one of the following shapes:

· xi 	≈ xj . Then � satisfies it since �(xi) /= �(xj).
· xi 	≈ c. Then � satisfies it since �(xi) = ci /= c = �(c), because C� ∩ C = ∅.
· xi 	≈ y , where y 	∈ V� . Then � satisfies it since �(xi) = ci /= cn+1 = �(y). �

6.5. Correctness of GDPLL for ground term algebras

We can now combine the lemmas on the basic blocks, and apply Theorem 5 in order to conclude correctness
of GDPLL for ground term algebras. First we instantiate GDPLL as follows. We take the Reduce function
defined in Definition 22. We define for � ∈ Reduce(Cnf) and l ∈ Lit(�)

Eligible(�) = Litp (�)

Filter(�, l) = � ∧ l
SatCriterion(�) =

{
true if C ∩ Litn /= ∅ for all C ∈ �
false otherwise

Theorem 33. Let (Fun; ≈) be a signature with infinitely many ground terms. Let D be its ground term algebra. Let
� be a CNF. Let GDPLL be instantiated as indicated above. Then

• If � is satisfiable then GDPLL(�) = SAT.
• If � is unsatisfiable then GDPLL(�) = UNSAT.
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Proof. In order to apply Theorem 5, we have to check Properties 1–5. Properties 2 and 5 are obvious. Property
1 has been proved in Theorem 30. Property 3 has been proved in Theorem 29; here we set � ≺  if and only if
pos(�) < pos( ), which is obviously well-founded. Property 4 has been proved in Theorem 32. �

7. Implementation and experiments

7.1. Implementation

The GDPLL algorithm instantiated for ground term algebras has been implemented in C. As term repre-
sentation we used the ATerm library [11]. This library provides a data structure for terms as directed acyclic
graphs. Every subterm is stored at most once, implementing a maximal sharing discipline. The ATerm library
also provides automatic garbage collection, and ATermTables, which represent a finite function from ATerm
→ ATerm by means of a hash table.

We implemented the almost linear unification algorithm from Ref. [4], which is based on Ref. [23]. It is
based on union-find data structure on terms. Linearity essentially depends on the use of subterm sharing.
The intermediate terms can even be cyclic, so a separate loop-detection is needed, which implements the
“occurs-check”. Intermediate cyclic terms are represented as a combination of an ATerm and an ATermTable.
For instance, the ATerm f(a, g(x)) in combination with the ATermTable [x �→ f(a, g(x))] represents a cyclic
term.

Clauses and CNFs are implemented naively as (unidirected) linked lists. We did no attempt to im-
plement any form of subsumption. Also, we have not yet implemented heuristics for choosing a good
splitting variable (actually we choose the last literal of the first purely positive clause encountered). Note
that unit resolution is built-in in the reduction rules. We use the following strategy for reduction: rules
1, 2 and 3 are always immediately applied. Furthermore, rule 5 has priority over rule 4, as we believe
that this order enables longer sequences of unit resolution, possibly cutting down the size of the search
tree.

An implementation in C of this algorithm can be found at http://www.cwi.nl/∼ vdpol/gdpll.html.

7.2. Description of formulas

As benchmarks, we used some purely equational formulas (phe, circ) and some formulas with function
symbols (succ, evod). First these formulas will be described.

7.2.1. phe – equational pigeon hole
Variables: x1, . . . , xN , y .

⎛
⎝ ∧

1�i<j�N
xi /= xj

⎞
⎠ ∧

⎛
⎝ ∧

1�i�N

∨
1�j�N ,j /=i

xj = y

⎞
⎠ .

Intuitively, the first conjunct expresses that all xi’s are different. The second, however, insists that at least two
xi’s are equal to y . This is a clear contradiction. These formulas also occur in Ref. [35].

7.2.2. circ – a ring of equations
Variables: x1, . . . , xN . Imagine they are on a ring; we will write xN+1 to denote syntactically the same variable

as x1.

⎛
⎝ ∨

1�i�N
xi /= xi+1

⎞
⎠ ∧

⎛
⎝ ∧

1�i<j�N

(
xi = xi+1 ∨ xj = xj+1

)⎞⎠ .
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Intuitively, the first conjunct expresses that at least one equality on the ring is false. The second conjunct makes
sure that at most one equality is false. So exactly one conjunct on the ring is false, which contradicts transitivity
of equality.

7.2.3. succ – natural numbers with equality
Variables: x1, . . . , xN ; unary constant S . Imagine they are on a ring; we will write xN+1 to denote syntactically

the same variable as x1.

⎛
⎝ ∧

1�i<j�N
(xi = S(xi+1) ∨ xj = S(xj+1))

⎞
⎠ ∧

∨
1�i�N

xi = xi+1.

Here the first part expresses for all i but some j, we have xi = S(xi+1). Then xj+1 = SN (xj) by transitivity. This
contradicts the second part, which states that for some k , xk = xk+1.

7.2.4. evod – even and odd natural numbers
Variables: x1, . . . , xN ; unary constant S .

x1 = xN ∧
∧

1�i<N
(xi = S(xi+1) ∨ S(xi) = xi+1).

Note that this formula implies that either xi is odd iff i is odd, or xi is even iff i is even. This formula is satisfiable
when N is odd, unsatisfiable when N is even.

7.3. Performance results

In the table below, we show the experimental results. Each row corresponds to a particular instance (N ) of
some formula type. For each formula instance we show its size (number of literals), the time in seconds (On
a Linux AMD Athlon 2400+ processor with 2 GHz;—means more than 600 s), and the number of recursive
calls to the GDPLL procedure. We compared two approaches. The last columns indicate the algorithm with full
unit resolution (i.e., with rules 4 and 5 of Definition 22). In the other two columns we omitted unit resolution,
reverting to a definition of Filter similar to Section 5.2.

For the instances phe, circ and succ, it appears that without unit resolution, the number of recursive calls
is quadratic in N , i.e., linear in the input size. With unit resolution, the number of recursive calls is linear in N for
phe and circ, and still quadratic for succ. Instead of by observing the table this information can be obtained
by an analytic argument. Still, the used time is much better for the variant with full unit resolution (probably
due to the fact that the size of the intermediate CNFs is smaller). Finally, the evod formulas are the hardest for
our method; every next even instance takes around four times more work. Here unit resolution roughly halves
the number of calls to GDPLL, but overall it costs a little more time.

In Ref. [35] some experiments on the same phe formula type are given. Several encodings to propositional
logic are tried. The best result was that phe with N = 60 takes 11 on a 1 GHz Pentium 4. This solution used an
encoding that adds transitivity constraints and subsequently used zCHAFF to solve the resulting propositional
problem. This method performed clearly better than methods based on bit-vector encoding, or the use of BDDs.
We report 0.20 s for N = 60, which is about 50 times better than the best method from [35], on a machine which
is at most 2.5 times faster.
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Type N nr of literals Without UR With UR_________________ _________________
Time (s) nr of calls Time (s) nr of calls

phe 40 2340 0 1639 0 77
80 9480 8 6479 0 157
120 21,420 52 14,519 2 237
160 38,160 168 25,759 4 317
200 59,700 433 40,199 10 397

circ 100 10,000 3 10,097 0 199
200 40,000 50 40,197 3 399
300 90,000 258 90,297 9 599
400 160,000 – – 22 799
500 250,000 – – 43 999

succ 50 2500 6 2741 1 2449
100 10,000 92 10,491 6 9899
150 22,500 459 23,241 20 22,349
200 40,000 – – 48 39,799
250 62,500 – – 103 62,249

evod 12 23 0 6763 0 3171
14 27 2 27,487 2 12,951
16 31 6 111,337 9 52,665
18 35 25 449,927 31 213,523
20 39 100 1,815,155 104 863,819
22 43 407 7,313,663 505 3,488,871

8. Concluding remarks and further research

In this paper, we gave a framework generalizing the well-known DPLL procedure for deciding satisfia-
bility of propositional formulas in CNF. In our generalized procedure GDPLL we kept the basic idea of
choosing an atom and doing two recursive calls: one for the case where this atom holds and one for the
case where this atom does not hold. All other ingredients were kept abstract: Reduce for cleaning up a for-
mula, SatCriterion for a simple criterion to decide satisfiability, Eligible to describe which atoms are allowed
to be chosen and Filter for describing the case analysis. We collected a number of conditions on these four
abstract procedures for which we proved correctness and termination. In this way, GDPLL can be applied for
any kind of logic as long as we have instantiations of the abstract procedures satisfying these conditions. In
fact even the notion of CNF is not essential for our framework. However, since all applications we have in
mind are settings of CNFs, we started by presenting a general framework for CNFs in fragments of first-order
logic.

Our procedure GDPLL was worked out for three such fragments of increasing generality: propositional
logic, equality logic and ground term algebra. For the last one we succeeded in giving a powerful instance of the
procedure Reduce based on unification. In this way the other three abstract procedures could be kept trivial
yielding a powerful implementation for satisfiability of CNFs in which the atoms are equations between open
terms to be interpreted in ground term algebra. The resulting algorithm can be extended easily to compute a
satisfying assignment (if any).

Another interpretation of equations between terms is allowing an arbitrary domain. This is usually called the
logic of uninterpreted functions. How to find suitable instances for the four abstract procedures in GDPLL has
been worked out in Ref. [33,34]. The addition of other interpreted functions (such as + or append) or predicates
(like >) is subject to future research.
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